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Proposal Backers Seek to
Unite San Diego Cities
County Supervisor Brian Bi/bray Speaks on
Consolidating Municipal Governments

in others, the resources are spread so thinly
the services are illusory. Further, while the
By Jamison A. Ross
funding for these services comes from the tax
Motions Staff writer
base, it is unclear from which taxpayers.
After the free spending 1980s, local
governments are finding themselves underounty Supervisor Brian Bilbray
staffed and underfunded, yet the demands of
addressed a proposal to create one, the populace are unquenched. In the face of
unified San Diego County govern- these budgetary shortfalls and increasing
ment at the USD Law School on Thursday, demand, local governments are considering
Feb.4. He was the guest lecturerto Professor all means possible to come up with necessary
Minan' s Land Use and Planning class, which services. One movement proposal currently
was opened to the entire student body under being debated in San Diego is to eliminate the
sponsorship of the Land Use and Planning various layers of governmental entities and
Association.
theSanDiegoAreaGovemments(SANDAG)
The County of San Diego currently hosts and create a unified, county-wide governover 230 local forms of government, which mental body responsible for region-wide
overlap services and compete for resources. policy-making for land use, environmental
Traditionally, counties were required to pro- concerns,facilities and services. The hope is
vide "baseline" services and were permitted that this region-wide governmental body will
to assess taxes to supeliminate the over- .
port these services.
lap and more adOn top of this 'Frankly, what do I need to offer equately provide for
baseline special dis- 20,000 people when I have a mll- the needs of resitricts, such as water
dents.
llon people marching right Into
districts and waste
County Supervidisposal districts, their face?'
sor Bilbray is a prohave a historic, conponent of this plan.
stitutional rightto inProfessor ~inan
corporate and assess the residents for the prefaced the discussion by suggesting that
costs of providing these services. However, the values driving this shift in government
in 1978, California voters passed Proposition are "efficiency, equity and democracy." Ef13, which slashed property taxes by 60% and ficiency refers to the capacity of government
put severe limits on the ability of local gov- to deal effectively with problems of regional
ernments to raise taxes. This "wall" has scope and to provide public services. Equity
created the shortfall that is so prevalent consists of providing residents with these
today.
services in comparative quantity and quality,
The problems attendant in the shortfall with the costs distributed across the region.
are immediately apparent. When the City of Democracy refers to representation and acSan Diego Police arrest an individual within countability to area residents affected by the
the incorporated city limits, they take the public decisions.
suspect to the County of San Diego jail.
Mr. B ilbray pointed out that the result of
When the City of Santee approves building fewer resources on efficiency is harsh compepermits for a number of single family de- tition among various governmental entities
tached homes, the County is responsible for for business and industry to increase their tax
providing the transit services to the area. In base. This competition costs money. Furmany instances, there is substantial overlap;
See COUNTY page 4
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JUDGE COUGHENOUR: After presenting findings of the Ninth Federal Circuit Task Force on
Gender Bias, Judge Coughenour attended a reception with interested members ofthe audience.
The Task Force's preliminary report reflects that 60% offemale practitioners "report inappropriate sexual comments and harassment." Moreover, the Task Force report reveals that "women
are more likely thanmen to experience negative consequences as a result ofparenthood."

Ninth Circuit Gender Bias Study
Subject of Coughenour Talk
By Larissa Kehoe

J

udge-John C. Coughenour spoke at
the USD School of Law, Thursday,
Feb. 4. The event, co-sponsored by
the Women's Law Caucus and the SBA,
centered on the findings and recommendations of the Ninth Federal Circuit Task
Force on Gender Bias, of which Judge
Coughenour, U.S. District Judge sitting in
Seattle, was the chairperson. Although the
Task Force found less evidence of gender
bias in the judiciary than was expected, the
evidence included egregious examples of
gender bias among law firms in the ninth
circuit. Judge Coughenour stated that both
blatant and subtle forms ofgender bias still
plague the ninth circuit.
Overayearago,theTaskForceformed
to investigate both the existence and effects of gender bias within the ninth circuit. The Task Force accumulated much of
its data through questionnaires distributed
to both the Bar and Bench. The response
rate was high, with an 86% response rate
from the Bench and a somewhat lower
response rate from the Bar. Judge
Coughenour noted that the high return rate
resulted in a comprehensive study of gen-
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der bias.
One aspect of gender bias the Task
Force discovered, said Judge Coughenour,
was the fact that women are not well
represented in federal private practice.
Judge Coughenour noted that, although
new entrants into the legal field are 40%
women, 84% oflawyers infederal practice
are men. In contrast, the proportion of
women lawyers in public practice settings
is about double that in private practice,
closely matching the proportion of women
currently entering the legal profession.
Further, stated Judge Coughenour,
those women who are in federal private
practice tend to be clustered at the lower
levels. He also noted that available data
suggests that this is not simply a function
of the fact that women have only relatively
recently begun entering the legal profession in large numbers. Thus, he said, the
problem cannot be expected to disappear
over time. Judge Coughenour reported
that the Task Force discovered that, while
most men believe that both judicial appointments and hiring and promotion decisions within law firms are solely merit
based, some women perceive gender bias
as playing an additional factor.
Perception is a Key Difference
Judge Coughenour observed that this
difference in perspective is a major aspect
See GENDER BIAS page 2

M otion.e' own conservative pundittackles
law school Jiteracy~

Two Professors Join USD
Law Faculty

By James Kuperstein

T

wo law professors, Cynthia Lee and
Thomas Smith, have recently joined
the USD Law School faculty.
Professor Lee began teaching this semester. She is presently teaching Criminal Procedure Two, but hopes to teach first year
Criminal Law and both Criminal Procedure
One and Two in the future. Professor Thomas Smith came to USD last semester. He
teaches the four unit Corporate Law course,

as well as Economic Analysis of the Law and
Corporate Finance.
Professor Lee grew up in San Francisco
and in 1983 earned her B.A. in political
science from Stanford. After college she felt
a need for a break from school and considered
becoming a private investigator. However,
private investigation dido 't suit her.
Later, she pursuedwork in public investigation, working for a year with the EPA as
an investigator in its criminal division. She
later worked for the California Bar, also as an
investigator.
In 1987, Lee started law school at Boalt
Hall. She found law school challenging and
See PROFESSORS page 4
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Cottis and Morrison.Team Wins
Moot Court Con Law Competition
By Tony Saguibo
Moot Court Board

T

hefourfinalistsinthe 1993
St. Thomas More Moot
Court Competition met in
the Grace Courtroom Feb. 5. After
over an hour of rigorous appellate

GENDER BIAS from page 1

of the problem of gender bias in
the ninth circuit. Citing statis- tics from the Task Force's preliminary report of July, 1992, he
showed thatmen and women disagree strongly about the influconstitutional issues regarding free- attorneys from the San Diego and
ence of gender on hiring and
dom of speech. Specifically, the Los Angeles legal communities.
promotion. Accordingtothefindissue is what constitutes in-person After completion of the semi-final
ings, just over 20% of women
attorney solicitation, and what is rounds, the Board prepared for the
feel that men have an advantage
misleading advertising. The Moot final round, in which only the top in hiring at junior levels, in conCourt Board distributed the prob- two teams would argue.
trast to fewer than 10% of men.
The final round judges for this
lem on Jan. 13. The competition
The disparity is even greater
was open to all students who were year's competition were Judge
in perceptions of bias affecting
in at least their second year ofstudy. David Gill, Professor Bernard
promotions to partner: while
At the outset, the competitors were Siegan, and David Niddrie. Judge
over 50% of women see gender as
given two weeks to tum in a brief Gill is a Superior Court Judge who
an influencing factor, less than
has sat on the bench since 1974.
20%ofmenfindittobeso. Judge
Before becoming ajudge, he worked
extensively on Military Appeals.
Coughenour stated that tl!ere is a
need to convince the professional
Professor Siegan is one of USD's
communitythatifsomanypeople
distinguished professors teaching
perceive gender bias to be a probConstitutional Law, Law and Ecolem, a problem exists and must
nomics, and Land Use. Professor
be faced.
Siegan has also written extensively
Not all of the Task Force's
on the subjectofConstitutionalLaw.
findings were negative, however,
David Niddrie is an associate for
stated Judge Coughenour. The
the law firm Procopio, Cory,
ninth circuit leads the nation in
Hargreaves and Savitch, specializwomen judges (although, he
ing in appellate practice. He also
serves as an adjunct professor for
USD, teaching Appellate Practice
and Procedure. With such a learned roundforUSDwereDavidBigelow,
panel, the final round proved very Virgina Henkels, Vince Rabago,
andPeterSalmon. Brigham Young
challenging to the competitors.
University took first place. USD

MOOTCOURTWINNERS: TheteamofGeoffreyMorrisonandCatherineCottis

(pictured at left) placed first in the recent St. Thomas More Constitutional Law
Competition. Runners up were Bryan Holland andEdPernal (pictured at right).

advocacy, the team of Catherine
Cottis and Geoffrey Morrison
emerged victorious, each receiving
a complimentary bar review course
from Barpassers. Second place went
to the team of Bryan Holland and
EdPemal.
Kathryn Arsenault and Mary
Galardi were douple winners, taking third place and Best Brief, Respondent. Rounding out the finalists was fourth place team Danny
Rodriguez and Nick Salemo. Paul
Junge wa-s voted Best Oralist, and
Best Brief, Petitioner went to the
Re nae Adamson and Vinc e
Brunkow duo.
This year's problem addresses
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written on behalf of either the petitioner or respondynt. Due to the
power failures experienced at the
Legal Research Center over the
holiday weekend, the Board extended the brief due date by two
days.
On Jan. 29, twenty teams
turned in briefs and began preparing for oral arguments to be held
the next week. The brief score
counted for 40% of the team score
for purposes of advancement during the preliminary and semi-final
rounds.
-The first two rounds were held
on Feb. 3-4 at the County Courthouse. Acting as the judges were

noted, some districts have few, if
any, women on the bench). Also,
women are represented proportionately on most bench and bar
committees, as well as in judicial
appointments.
The goal of the Task Force
now is to get its findings to the
legal community by conducting
education seminars at law firms
and within the judiciary. The
most effective method of education, feels Judge Coughenour, is
to place a white, successful, and
respected male as the seminar
leader, in order to imbue information with as much ~redibility
as possible. Judge Coughenour
said that these seminars, some of
which he leads, take a bottom
line approach. For example, one
tactic Judge Coughenour is fond
of using is to point out to firms
the potential for lawsuits they
might face for gender biased hiring and promotion practices.
Judge Coughenour ended by
stating that he hopes an appropriate program can be developed
to respond to the findings of the
Gender Bias Task Force.
teams have taken top Jessup honors
in the ninth circuit four of the last
five years.

Other competition news

The Board conducted interviews with the top eight oralists
who were interested in representing USD at this year's Traynor
Competition. The team selected to
. represent USD is Kathryn
Arsenault, Catherine Cottis, and
Geoffrey Morrison. This year's
Traynor Competition will be held
at USD on March 19 and 20 and
presents the same issue as the St.
Thomas More Competition. All
are welcome attend and watch the
competition. It promises to be very
exciting, with several prestigious
judges serving as justices. Bailiffs
and timekeepers are needed and
should sign up at the Moot Court
office.
The Jessup International Law
Competition was recently held in
Ariwna. Making it to the semifinal

CATHOLIC PERSPECTIVES FORUM
NOTRE DAME THEOLOGIAN LOOKS AT
CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE 21st CENTURY
Rev.Michael J. Himes, Ph.D., associate professor of
theology at the University of Notre Dame, will discuss "Preparing for the Church in the 21st Century"
on Saturday, February 20, at the University of San
Diego.
Sponsored by USD's Catholic Perspectives Forum
series and the Notre Dame Club of San Diego's
Hesburgh Lecture series, Fr. Himes' lecture will take
place at 7:00 p.m. zn the Manchester Executive
Conference Center.
,

-• The event is f ree and open to the public. For further
information, contact Mal Rafferty at 260-4817.
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Lynn Schenk Visits USD to Accept Award
The Women's Law Caucus p resented San Diego Cong resswoman Ly nn Schenk
w ith its Outstanding USO Law Alumna Award last Nov. 20. In her accep tance
speech, Congressw om an Schenk recalled her personal experiences at the University
of San Diego Law School in the late 1960s. She recounted with amusem ent the time
a professor pulled her aside after class and asked her why she wasn't studying
something useful like home economics. He further inquired why she was occupying
some young man's place in the law school; a young man who would someday hav e
to support a wife and children.
Cong ressw oman Schenk also received a Tiffany house charm ona silver key chain
for keeping track of her key s to the "H<:>use."
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Career Center Update

Live! Or a Video Interview?
Improving Your Interviewing Skills Isn't Easy

By Elizabeth Genel
Molions Associate Editor

P

articipating in the video
mock interviews was
much like participating in
the Miss America pageant. No,
I've never really done that, but I
have auditioned for soft drink commercials. They chose Cindy
Crawford. Anyway, picture yourself seated at a table with five other
students, taking turns answering
questions about yourself, trying your
hardest not to be nervous.
Kate Vargas was the mock interviewer, and we were the job applicants. "Elizabeth, I see here you
have worked in the City Attorney's
office. Can you tell me about that
experience, and why you want to
pursue a career in the District
Attorney's office?" Well, I'm sure
I could have answered her in a real
interview, but this was much harder.
I mean there were five other people
sitting there watching me, and I
was being taped, and I know how
bad I look on tape, and I think I had
lipstick on my teeth, and what was
thequestionshejustaskedme? Oh,
whyiwanttobeaprosecutor. Well,

3
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Volunteer Clinic Aids Victims of
Domestic Violence

this week I want to be a hotshot days when I worked for Saks Fifth
corporate lawyer, so I'm afraid I Avenue, which you'll note on my
can 'tanswer that one for you, Kate. resume, I was responsible foreighty
The point of the story is, interviews people. I had to insure that the floor
are really tough. It is not easy to be ran smoothly. I had to be ready for
in informal peer counseling. This
charming, poised, clear and con- anything. For example, one day
is intended to impart a sense of
cise, and specific. And these are all Estee Lauder came into the store,
power
and control to clients to
By Karolyn McDowell
the things we were graded on in our and thousands of New Yorkers
enable them to make it through
mockinterview. Not really graded, rushed through the doors to meet
themorassofproceduresrequired
the cosmetics magnate. I had to call
but assessed.
to obtain a valid restraining orTurns out I am poised. This is security, set up stanchions, pull
orking at the Domesder. A client often must see the
nice to know. It's basically one less bottles of perfume from the stock
tic Violence Clinic at judge ex parte to obtain a "kick
thing to worry about. I think I was room so Estee could sign them for
the Family Law Supe- out" order; in another appearclear and concise, but unfortunately eagerly awaiting customers, all rior Court has been both a reward- ance 25 days later, the victim
Ididn'treallyhaveananswer. This whilemaintainingacalm,collected ing and poignant experience. While may be forced to confront the
was evident because I rambled on manner." So, you see how I pro- we tend to perceive domestic vio- batterer in open court. Victims
(clearly), and I failed to back up my vided a specific, if not stupid ex- lence as involving a battering hus- have difficulty leaving a batteranswer with a specific example. So ample, (I mean of course people band or boyfriend, this type ofabuse ing relationship when they have
basically, when you give an answer rush through doors, what else, win- also occurs in gay relationships, been abused both emotionally and
to an interviewer, back it up with a dows?) of how I worked under pres- between members of the same fam- physically and have very little
specific example. A specific in- sure.
It was fun to see myself on ily, and perhaps most distressing, self esteem left. Statistics indistance which supports what you've video. Good thing I have a sense of between adult children and their cate that a battered victim leaves
just said. I'll use my second ques- humor because I look like a carica- aged parents. Frequently, the the batterer an average of seven
tion to illustrate the point. "Eliza- ture of myself. It was more fun to batterers were victims themselves, times before finally severing the
beth, how do you work under pres- watch the other students on video. and substance abuse is often a com- relationship.
sure?" Or something to that effect. Watching their reactions to ques- ponent of the problem. Although
While it is frustrating to see a
Which reminds me - always listen tions, and how they gave answers. domestic violence exists at all socio- victim file repeatedly for restrain-.
to the interviewer, and if you aren't The best part of the session came economic levels, most people who ing orders because of failure to
sure you've understood the ques- when Kate asked one of the stu- come to the Clinic have few or no follow through with the decision,
tion, ask her to clarify for you. dents why she wanted to be a law- economic resources.
working at the clinic teaches paThere's nothing worse than an- yer, and she burst out laughing.
Volunteers at the Clinic assist tience and empathy for those
swering a question that hasn't been She was so genuine, it was a perfect clients by filling out requests for people who are surely less fortuasked. Anyway, back to my sec- example of how we all wish we "kick out" and temporary restrain- nate than the majority of us who
ond question. Very poised and could act in interviews - just like ing orders (TROs), as well as the attend law school here. Working
confident, I replied, "Back in the ourselves!
ordersthemselves. Wealsoengage at the clinic is more than a "reality check," though; it gives you
an opportunity to give something
back to the community at a time
when resources for these people
are scarce.

W

The author is a second year student who has participated in the
PBLA Domestic Violence Prevention Project since the spring
of 1992.

Training forthe Domestic
Violence Prevention Project
will be held on Fri. Feb. 26,
from l-3pm. To register, leave
your name and telephone number in Nina Golden's mailbox
by Wed. Feb. 24.

TheABA/LSD
Ninth Circuit Goes
to Santa Barbara

0

San Diego Law Review Board
The Volume 30 Board has been responsible for managing all aspects of publication of the San Diego LawRevie w
this year. They will interview applicants for Volume 31 Board positions on Feb. 27.
Law Review invitations are extended on three occasions each year: after class rank is calculated in February
to the top 5% of the first year class; the summer after first year, to the top 10% of that class; and early in the fall
of second year, to successful write-on applicants.
The Volume 30 Board is pictured. Sitting, left to right: Sheila Kuntz, Mike Lurie, Leslie Olson, Editor-in-Chief
Mike Blazina, Raquel Prieguez, and Cindy Dobler. Standing, left to right: Julie Totten, Giles Townsend, Arne Rovell,
Rich Britschgi, Bill Stahr, Paul Hora, Kathy Cannon, Tom O'Brien, Linda Bell, and Christy Yee.

ver the last weekend of
February, 1993, the
schools of the ABA Law
Student Division Ninth Circuit will
be gathering at the Santa Barbara
Sheraton for our Spring Meeting.
The two day event will be dedicated
to electing the 1993-1994 Ninth
Circuit Governor, as well as the
initial selection for Liason positions available for the 1993-1994
academic year. If you' re curious to
know what the ABA is all about, or
just want to spend the weekend in
the sun, let us know. All ABA
members are encouraged to attend!
Contact Danny Rodriguez or David .
Gurley for details.
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a complement to her experience
with investigation. After surviving
a write-on competition, she made
law review and later became an
associate editor.
"During my second or third
year I began to think about academia
as a profession," Lee says. She
wrote a comment for the California
Law Review dealing with the free
speech rights of public employees.
This article attracted the attention
of law professors at USD, who invited her to consider a career in
teaching. Declining their invitation, she instead accepted a clerkship for Hawaii District Court Chief
Justice Harold Fong.
In 1991,Lee began work at the
San Francisco law firm of Cooper,
White and Cooper in criminal defense. "Although the work was
very interesting I found it difficult
to represent interests I didn't necessarily agree with." With this is
mind Lee accepted USD's offer to
teach.
Professor Smith is a native of
Boise, Idaho. Lawyering runs in
the family: Smith's two brothers
and one sister are attorneys, and his
father is a retired trial court judge.
Smith earned his degree in history and philosophy from Cornell.

He was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford,
where he studied philosophy, politics, and economics. Smith graduated from YaleLawSchoolin 1984.
At Yale he was Notes and Topics
Editor for the Yale Law Journal.
After law school Smith clerked
for Judge George MacKinnon of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia. After his
clerkship Smith taught for one year
at both U.C. Davis and the University of Colorado's schools of law.
Through the recommendation
of a friend, Smith secured a posi- .
tion on the Council of Economic
Advisers for the Office of the President during the Reagan Administration. "It was just exciting, coming into these grand offices and
talking to people about questions of
national economic policy.... After
the 1987 stock market crash it was
anything but dull."
For the next three years Smith
Cynthia Lee
worked for a Washington, D.C.
based law firm, but he still had an
interest in teaching. "I was still
very interested in the law .... I did Smith stresses a Socratic teaching
feel I wanted tosetmyownagenda." method, which he says helps better
After applying to many different prepare students for real world
schools in the Midwest and West, lawyering.
he decided on USD.
Professor Lee loves teaching
"Being a teacher isn't easy," and "really enjoys the interaction
Smith asserts. "I'm always nervous with the students." At first she was
before class, and I al ways prepare." afraid to employ the Socratic teach-

ing method for, as she says, "I
didn't want to be a mean Socratic
teacher like the one in 'Paper
Chase."' However, she found that
students didn't react well to a lecture format. Currentlysheemploys
a combination of both in the hopes
of "challenging students to think

a million people marching right
into their face? It's like Switzerland trying to negotiate with China.
When the vote comes they don 'task
how rich you are, they ask you how
you vote." However, Bilbray feels
that those who have the most to
lose, if governmental reform doesn't
work, are the affluent communities. "They're the ones being bur-

glarized and ripped off." He thinks
that the affluent communities feel
like they are insulated from the
problems of the greater region.
Bilbray agrees that the solution will not be easy, the potential
for litigation great, the growing
pains significant. However, he believes that citizens of this country
and particularly this county are tired

existing system as "not efficient,
not fair, and in need ofrepair." He
ther, these entities want to push the perceives three possible remedies.
"problems" like waste treatment One is to form a totally centralized,
and land fills into other jurisdic- or "consolidated," government. In
tions. According to Bilbray, "the order to avoid some of the problems
majorproblem with efficiency [and inherent in a totally centralized sysequity as well] is that, where the tem, Bilbray wants to "empower
problems are...is not necessarily the neighborhoods in land use deciwhere the authority is or the fund- sions that affect only the neighboring to take care of the problems is." hood land use issues." He sees land
use decisions being made on a local
Affluent cities llkely to oppose level with direction, regional criteOn the equity issue, Bilbray ria, and standards being meted out
pointed out that small, affluent cit- by the consolidated government.
ies like Coronado have a huge He sees this as a way to avoid the
amount if resources per capita, "fiscalization of resources" whereby
whereas less - affluent areas like local governments make land use
neighboring Imperial Beach have decisions based on what will bring
very little. Bilbray asserts that the revenues into their areas and not on
rich and powerful use the political what is "good land use."
Another potential remedy is a
subdivisions to hide from the problems of the less affluent areas and scheme similar to the existing fire
use their small, tight-knit commu- fighting system that developed in
nities to keep from sharing their Chula Vista. Neighboring commuresources from the region asa whole. nities hire and pay for their own fire
To illustrate, Bilbray pointed out fighters, but the force is consolithat when Solana Beach and dated for training, management,
Encinitas incorporated, millions of and dispatch purposes. To apply
dollars were taken out of the County this to government, Bilbray sugpot. The result was that the County gests that the key governmental
had less money to spend on services services of the region be consolifor the poor, the needy, and the dated into "service districts:" North,
South, East and Central.
"working class."
The final remedy proposed by
Bilbray viewed "democracy"
as illusory. He criticized the cur- Bilbray "is putting to the voters, in
rent configuration of regional gov- 1994, a Constitutional Congress to
ernment, SAND AG, by noting that re-write the charterof the County of
the City of Del Mar with a popula- San Diego." All three proposals
tion of 4 ,500 has one vote, while the are conditioned on the State legisCity of San Diego represents over lature approving measures to reone million people and also gets form local government. Current
only one vote. Bilbray believes this State law does not permit thereforviolates the doctrine of"one person mation of local governments once
- one vote" and pointed out that at they are incorporated or annexed.
Bilbray acknowledged that the
one time the State of California
elected one state senator per county. small, affluent communities of the
This method of choosing senators county will not be big proponents of
was struck down as violative of the "consolidatedgovernment." When
asked what incentive could be ofdoctrine.
fered to such communities, Bilbray
responded, "Frankly, what dolneed
Three remedies proposed
As a result, Bilbray views the to offer 20,000 people when I have
COUNTY from page 1
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Thomas Smith

for themselves and to challenge
legal doctrine."
For now, Lee only hopes students will "come away from class
with something other than just a
bunch of rules."

The author is a first year student.

of "being servants to the government rather than the government
serving them." Times, it seems,
they are a changing. So too, perhaps, is our vision of what "local
government" should be.

The author is a second year student
who plans to practice in the land
use area.

Bernie Witkin, often called "The Guru" of California law, wrote a syllabus
many years ago, intended to help his associates pass the bar exam. He
was successful. Now his work has matured and stands as legal authority
for the bench and bar. A recent Lexis, Westlaw search turned up over
8,000 cases in which Witkin was cited a~ authority. Bancroft-Whitney is the
exclusive publisher of Witkin.

WITKIN SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW 9TH EDITION

is a classic work that will be a valuable asset for as long as you have an
interest in the law. You can take advantage of a special student discount
offer: no interest terms, a free volume of "Witkin Significant Developments
in the Law" and free audio tapes of Witkin's MCLE seminar while supplies
last. All for $20 down and $20 per month.

For order information please call your Bancroft-Whitney rep:

Bob Strange
(619)481-0383
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SBA Approves Spring Budget
Asian Pacific Am. LS. Ass'n
Chinese New Year
Spkr. Ronald Takaki
Beach Party
Misc. ·
Total

300
280
300
50
930

Black Am. Law Student Ass'n
Min. L. Profs. Panel
Recruitment Sem.
Commencement
Misc.
Total

400
50
500
50
1000

Christian Legal Soc'y
1st Yr Aid for Finals
Spkr. and Reception
Easter Celebration
Misc.
Total

50
50
50
50
200

Comparative Law Forum
Speakers
Total

350
350

Envlronmental Law Society
F. on Envtl. Racism
Spkr. Ellen Stem Harris
Event with I.LS.
Water Law Conf.
Misc.
Total

500
125
175
200
50
1050

Federallst Society
Spkr. Fred Barnes
Reception
Misc.
Total

'Nitbanso~ Lectur¢

1200
50
50
1300

Gay and Lesbian LS. Ass'n

'.h

"·

.%

•••

_

- ------ The Nathaniel L.-Nathanson Memorjal Lecture Series commemorates Ptofes8or
Nathanson' s commitment to excellence in the law. Held on~ea year, the Nathanson
Lecture has_~reseniM•Bli prestj,gious sp~~s as DiSting~ishe4.P,rofessorc;;~illard
~irtz ~d Suprell,le Court Jti~tjces Jog~P~P;~.§.~,X~IJ.S and S~~ Day.•O'Connp~;. -~~s->;:
Year's.Speakerori ~pril7 ~il!
Su -ent y - ._-______._ .. ---- 'ce
~.hie~
., - ;

Ha¥ry

oe v.·Wade

.·-Bll;lcknmn~iS ~rruips }?~~fkilo --tlc;kets will be availab - --

'ce -

_uni~~~ ~co~.C!

Spkr. J. Craig Fong
Sexual Abuse Panel
Conf.
Social Event
Misc.
Total

Health,Law Interest Group
Career Forum
Total

. vrrAis,offic; _-

.._uriµ~ April 1.4. L~~~

·:8J!d Wednesday~Lq'o · · ·_
. 9am ···to .. nqon. W~ advertised,,.
/~)(tensively jn the locaj.soipm.P;trity,7 iIJ.9!~~I)~;~Y ~~ of·More~,!llvd., L~da Vista''
~lv'q:;_
_P aifemont Blvd., p~ of~enyss~ · - ·---' F~~~· Ourschool has~ead
:i~iyeq some pres~ for.. the prog!am from . . ___ :1 and Cli~yel-JO. 4 >
; · '.Fhe program is d~ignecl to assist the eld~rty and thosei. .with lq~inc?me~
·· studentSpr others can·--aiso receive help. VITA simply askSthat you come Wi
,. documents necessary to file your tax.e s:
,

s

120
75
150
50
50
445

200
200

lnternatlonal Law Society
Career Symp.
Bus to Baja
Slide Show
Newsletters
Misc.
Total

300
200
100
50
50
700

lntramurals
Compel. Softball
Co-Rec Softball
Basketball
Champion T-shirts_
Total

450
300
1200
250
2200

Jewish Law Students Ass'n

T

Judge Coates to Speak on Homeless

he Honorable Robert C. Coates, San Diego Municipal Court Judge, will discuss ways
students can help change their communities in a speech entitled "Stepping Out of
Law School onto the Stage of History."
Judge Coates is the author of Solving America' s Homeless Dilemma: Hope f or the
Homeless, winner of the annual Warren Williams Award for Work with the Mentally Ill, and
is a current nominee for the Robert Kennedy Book Award. The talk is scheduled for Monday,
March 8, at 12 noon, Grace Courtroom and is sponsored by Pro Bono Legal Advocates.

Purim Party
Passover Seder
· Misc.
Total

150
200
50
400

TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED
$31,078

Land Use and Plannlng Ass'n
Spkr.~rian Bilbray
Water Law Conf.
Career Panel
Symp.
Misc.
Total

12
200
75
200
50
537

La Raza Law Student Ass'n
Interview Workshop
Speaker Panel
Fundraiser
Conf.
Pizza
Banquet
Misc.
Total

100
150
50
300
50
300
50
1000

Moot Court
Intra-School Comps.
Total

3000
3000

More Hall PILF
CareerF.
Auction/Raffle
Pledge Drive
W. Region Training
NAPILDues
Misc.
Total

125
125
100
100
100
50
600

Motions
Software Update
Computer Repair
Total

250
150
400

Native Am. Law Student Ass'n
Speaker
Org. Fees
Start-up Costs
Misc.
Total

585
100
50
50
700

Phi Alpha Delta
Beach Volleyball Tourn.
Day with A Judge
Spring lnit.
Total

100
50
50
200

Phi Delta Phi
Membership Drive
Initiation
Mentor Picnic
Stress Mgmt. Sem.
Barristers' Ball
Ethics Video
Misc.
Total

50
100
200
200
2000
50
50
2650

Thomas More Society
Speaker
Hospitality
Social
Misc.
Total

200
195
100
50
545

Women's Law Caucus
Women's History Month Spkr. Judge Coughnour
Presentation Sem.
Spkr. Sheila James Kuehl
Total

400
550
550
650
2150

TOTAL AMOUNT ALLOCATED
$20,557

-

--

--
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To Norplant or Not

On the Left

producing more children, and there
must be incenti ves to limit procreation in welfare fo mi lics. One viable
Uy
Uill
Colli
ns
L - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --j
~:~~:;t~~~ot~l;~:i
method would be to rcc1uire ablcwith the incrcnsing numbers of imbodicd women to nccept such contrapcw rished chi ldren in this country.
ccpLi ve systems ns Norplant as a con·
We need 10 make some di ffic ult deci·
di tion of receivi ng benefits. or providcadd itfo nnl benefi ts
sions about how much soc.in.I benevolence tho stntcs_und for women who conscnl 10 receive Norplant. Norplant,
federa l govemmem can conti nue to ufford. Tho Cnhfor·
which consislS of six: devices surg-icall y implanted in the
nia fcg isL•uurc. forcxn mple. hns rccentl ycnac1cd chunges
in the Welfare & lnsti1utions Code to reduce the amount upix:ram1 , las1S up to fi ve years and lms been approved by
the Food n.nd Drug Adm inistrati on. It is a pai nless and
of Aid to Families ' ith Dependant Children (AFDC)
benefits by 4.5'*1. 1oroovcr, in 1992, AFDC benefi ts relatively low mainicnnncc method of curtai ling th e
By Pam ela lone
were red uced in ni ne sintcs and frozen in 31 oth ers. nnd number of children t.h nt come into ll1i s world depend cm
stnlisticsshowlhn tbetwccn t970and 199 1,bcnefit levels upon tJic slate fo r survi val. The. implants arc removable
oojustcd for inOalion declined b~42%. Yet. Lhc_numbcr only by surgical procedure to msure adherence to ll1e
of impoverished children in this country continues to program, arc very effective in preventi ng contraception,
n issuing tasi: month's cxccuti"c orders to lirl many of the Bushand fertili ty is completely restored upon removal. In a
imposed 3bortion rcsrrictionssuch as the "Gag Rule"and Lhc Mn.on
grO\~ccording 10 Alan W. Houseman, thedircc toroflh c s1udyof l40c ur·
fetal r.W-uc research, President Clinton h!lS set lhe stage for sccunng
CenterforUlwand Social Policy in Washington, D.C.: 1) rent users of the
the right 10 rcfW'Oductive choice for all Amcricuns.
orplan1systcm.
One of every five children is poor: 2) Among children in
The Freedom ofOloiceAct.. which was rcjccred last tcnn. is being
single parent fami lies, over 50% live below the poverty 94.3% were sat·
reintroduced in the 103rd Congress. This bill would restore lhc strict
is fi ed with the
Ii~ 3) In Black or Hispanic single paren t fa milies, two·
st:n.niny.siandm'd toSl81ela" restricting
thirds live below Lhe poverty line; and 4) Approx imately implants, an d
the right 10 reproductive choice prior to
6 million children li ve in fa milies headed by si ngle 71% stated that
viability which was cnuncia1cd in Roe v.
mothers. Subslaritive welfare reform initialives to ad· they would use
woo..
dress the appal ling number of povcrty·stricken children the
meth od
incclhel973 landmartdccision, the
upremcCounhasprocccdedtochipaw:1y
have been stal led by such interest groups as Lhe Pro Li fe agai n. (See 13 J.
at I.he core of Rot., while pwponing to
movement. whose moral recti ludcisdifficu ll toassail, but Legal Medic ine
uphold iL The result is that the strict
whose ideologues seem lO shrink away once the gestation 237 (1992))
scrutin) standard applied in Rot has been
The United
period ends. Morcovcr.theRcaganand Bushad ministra·
replaced by !he loosened "undue bunlcn"
Lions' embraccof Lheanli·abonion movement , combined States Supreme
u:s1 announced fully in PltuiMd Par~n.1with the shockingly poor performance of a vengefu l and Court 's affirmation of a substan li vc right to procreate
liood v. C~y in 1992. where the Coun
uncooperative DcmocraLicCongrcss, have culm inated in makes I.he imposi lion of Norplant as a ·condition 'or
upheld a series of restrictions on abomon
a p.:11tcm of legislative "'gridlock" Lhat currently reveals collccli ng AFDC benefits a con1roversial issue, however.
in Pamsyh-ania thal would like!) have
(Su Skinner v. Oklahoma (U.S . 1942)) Norplant has
no light at the end of the tunnel.
OOcn suuck do"'" under the.Rot. sumd.lrd.
AFOC programs, as pan of Lhe federal Social Sccu· been coun ordered as a condition of probation in several
Under the new lest. the right to choose is no longer lJCalcd as a
ri1y Act (42 U.S.C.§602et. seq.) and parallel state welfare states for convicted child abusers and drug addicts, but
fundamcntaJ right lhal isproteetcd undcrstrictjudicialscrutiny. Instead,
systems. cxaccrbalc the problem by basing the amount of mandating its use fo r welfare molhers is problemati c
reproductive choice is only a "'libcny" inLCrest entit.le.d to substantially payable benefits on the number of needy ch ildren in a because being poor is cl early not analogous to being a
lessprolCCtion. The Coon said ii v.uuld uphold laws restricti ng abomon
family, then sharply cunai ling or cutting off benefi ts criminal. Founccnth amendment equal protection prob·
unless the) consuwl.Cd an .. undue burden- on the right 10 choose. As a
when a parent gets married or accepts fu ll·lime emp loy· !ems are also implicated. Welfare is, however, an op·
rcsull of waiting period restrictions, v.umcn who choose lOtcrminaLC their
mcnL While these programs are rightfully tai lored to Lional benefit confe rred by the slate, and it is wcll·setlled
pregnancies might now be subject to long delays and repeated and costJ y
address concerns over funding limitations and welfare that Lhere is no enum erated right to receive welfare. In
trips lO distant cities. The women who will mOSl likely be banned by Lhcsc
fraud, the end rcsuh is that poor fami lies arc largely lhis contex ~ women conceivabl y have lhe option to
restrictions are those most vulnerable:. such as the young, the poor.
prevented from escaping JXlVeny because of the abscnc.c receive benefi ts in exchange fo r accepting Norplan t, or
victims of spousaJ abuse, and those Living in remolC rural areas.
of financial incentives lO seek or retai n employment and not accept Lhe benefi ts, albeit I.hi s is not much of an option
Tbe ..undue burden.. standard of CaMy has signaled a green light LO
arc ostensibly rewarded for producing more children. when broke, hu ngry, and unemployed.
stale legislawres lO enact statuLCS restricting abonion. Hundreds of stale
Many poor families are simply better off remai ning
The current test fo r allowi ng states lo interfere with
bills au.empting lO furthcr restrict abortion havelxen imroduccd since the
dependent on AFDC benefits than seeking minim um
1989 Wdmucasewhich was thcprec~r lOthe Casey"undue burden" wage jobs with no benefits and liu.1c opponunity fo r procreati ve rights is limited to situations where the state
can: I) show a co mptllling interest; and 2) demonstrate
standard. A few states have auemptcd to rully proscribe abonion in aJI
advanccmenL This scenario has created whole scclOrs of I.hat there arc no more effective or less intrusive means
stages of pregnar>c)·. State imposed barriers that sevaely restrict acc.c.s.s:
society that arccompleLCly dependent on the government than that chosen to protect the interest. (See Roe 11. Wa de ,
IO abortions could force some women to reson to illegal and unsafe
and who will remain so withoul alterations in thecurrcm (U.S. 1973);She/1onv. T11cker (U.S. 1960)) lt isc lear that
Set L£FT page 8
system of welfare administration.
states have a substantial in terest in the hea!Lh and welfare
Welfare families cannot conlinuc Lo be rewarded for
See NORPLANT page 8

Wh We Need the Freedom
of Choice Act

W

c havc rcnchedthe poinl

I

t is amazing that in 1993 the
effect that entertai ni ng claj ms of ac·
executi oner's song is still being
LUal innocence would have on the
sungacross Amcrica. Whilc tl!c
By Levis Perry
need for final ity in ca pital cases." Jn
industriol izcd West has largely re·
olher words, the majority of Lhc Su·
trcnlcd from Lhe death penalty, the
prcmc Coun fee ls that maintaining
United Sta tes Supreme Court contin·
an effic ient death penally system is a
ucs 1.0 issue ru lings which ex pand the circum stances in more im ponan t val ue than preventing wrongful execuwhich the death penal ty can be im posed and which restrict ti ons.
the cond emncds' avenues for appeal, The Supreme
Unfonunat.c ly, the val ues expressed by the Supreme
Coun 's recent decision in Herrera v. Collins(U.S. 1993) Court rcncct the views of the American mainstream.
is the latest regressive step. This dec ision effecti vely cuts Polls consistently show that the majority of Americans
off fcdcra.l habeas corpus relief fo r persons sentenced ID favor Lhc death penal ty. George Bush advocated death as
dcnth who lnLcr produce new ev idence of their actual a penalty fo r drug traffickers. Even Bill Clinton allowed
inn ocence. Thus, Lhe /-lerrera decision magnifies the and approved executions in Arkansas. When Lhe Su·
death penal ty's preme Coundccision in Furman 11. Georgia (U.S. 1972)
most fundamcn· led to a temporary suspension of exec utions. state legistal Oaw · Lhcrare latures responded by drafling newer, sounder death pen·
but stati stica ll y alty statutes rather than end cxcculions. Why arc we so
unavoidable ex· committed to Lhe death penal ty when it is so obviously
ccution of an in· wrong?
noccnt person.
To firs1convince you that the dcalh penalty is indc.cd
The lack of con· wrong, I begin with one simple premi se · there is no
cem over this in· greater abomination in a civi lized society Lhan the forced
cv itab le occ ur· execulio n of an innocent person. From Lhc Spanish
rcnce by both the lnqui silio n to the Salem Wi tch Trials to lhe purges of
Sup reme Court StaLin , the morality of any society can be gauged by its
and the Amcri· will ingness to put innoccnl citizcns to death. In addition.
can public is cv i· the risk of wrongful conviclion is always present in our
dencc of how race and el.hn ic ity have clistoncd our view system of justice. Our rules of evidence (which often
of justice.
exc lude relevant info rmation). our strict adherence to
The Supreme Court's reasoning in I.he Herrera case adversarial justice, inequities in the quality of represcn·
illustrates our current death penalty jurisprudence. Peli· talion due to weal th , and our cult ural prejudices and
Lioner Leonel Herrera had been convicted of murder and biases (which arc injected through the jury system) dem·
sentenced lO dealh in 1982. He appealed his conviction onstratc that our system of justice is neither designed nor
unsuccessfull y in both the Texas state couns and in intended to determine absolu1e truth. Death, however. is
federal court. ln February, 1992, Herrera again pelilioncd absolute. There is no appeal from the grave and no habeas
for federal habeas corpus relief, I.his lime based on corpus relief from Lhe afterlife. Nevenheless, under our
evidence that his brother, who died in 1984, had actuall y system the "reasonable" inferences drawn by an unavoid·
commi tted the murder. Herrera 's pe ti tion was denied by ably biased jury at lhe urging of a highly part ial advocate
the Supreme Coun . Chi ef Justice Rehnquist, writi ng fo r can legitim ize a killi ng. Such an outcome is inherentl y
a 6·3 majori ty, hel d that a claim of innocence based on violali vcofbolh procedura l and substant.ivcdue process.
new ly discovered evidence is not of itself a valid ground
Given the inherent unjusl.lless of the death penalty,
for habeas corpus relief. Justice Rehnqu ist stated I.hat why do Americans suppon it? The usua l favorable
federal habeas corpus exisLCd to "ensure that indi viduals arguments, such as deterrence of crime and cost savings,
arc not imprisoned in violation of the Consti tution . not don' l seem particularl y inOuent ial. That leaves one
to correct errors of fact. "
compe lling rationale: the death pe nalty providesanoutlet
Even accepti ng the weakness of Herrera 's clai m, fo r society's sense of moral outrage and iLS desire for
Chief Justice Rchnquist's opi nion sweeps too broadly in vengeance. But why should an American's des ire for
dismissing the potential exec uti on of the innocent. While vengeance be any greater than that of an Englishman or
Rchnquisl accepts this possibility, he Stal.CS that the Frenchm an? I believe such heigh tened outrage stems
threshold fo r considering a claim of innocence should be from the racial and ethnic st.ratification of America n
"extraordinarily high" because of the "very disruptive
See PENALTY page 8

Playing by the Rules

In Favor of Reproductive Choice
Mr: Luc:are!li's position o:? I.he rights of the unborn is an auempl to clothe a personally held moral belief in a legal argumem
( Aboruoo Can tBeJusu!ied, Jan. 27, 19CJ3). He states thai fetuses have the .. potenlial to engage in fu wre human activities which

~u'0sc~!d~sl~~:i°:~=:~~t~~~"U:·:;:ee~~ =~gius to the old man and th e chi ld, rationalizing that

LETTERS

ln USl~g a .. value_ of life.. ~ument he is assuming lhal those in favor of individual reproductive choice believe that life begins
aiconcepoon. Asarucula_ted m Roe v. Wade,
there is no rel igious, scienlific or moral con-

~~bout v.heollfebegmsoraboutwhcther
s m~ m~asthepr~ycoo-

llieanu-<:boi eeattJvi~di>notbclie>elhauhe
velopment and viab1Li1y, and that a newly

~°""IUDsuon _3:_~ fctlu.s mlhelater ~~of preg·

o;

I

The Death Penalty and the
American Psyche

OPINION:

..

staLC

asu;;.a.10US yas

yauac,.u111;abortJOn

a fetus is a person. Roe recognizes that the
ti nues and becomes compell ing at viability. lf
stau,.s interest increases with gestational defertilized egg is a li fe deserving of tlie same
nancy, Lhen whyarethcy nmatwcking lheusc
l.SSUC?

i;:h:. issue is whether or not Lhc state or feder.d govemmem may

interf1!: ~th·~ ~=~==o~:=er:~ ~~:.O~i~

Mr. LucardJi" s ~iuon "'hen full~ ~yzed coodernnsaboruon m everycircum~Lance. This would nccessitalCalJ owing a woman
if 8 ~e~y ~lened her life C\CO tf she ~ere a vicum of rape and Lhus not culpa ble for her ''negligent" ac t.
Thema)Ont) of Amcncans~ 1 ~ethat reproduc1.1 vccho1ce is beucr left to the individual. As stated by Justice Blackmun "(flew
dccmons ~more personal and mu~ce. more proper!~· private, or more basic to individual ctignity and auwnomy than a w~man's
===toendherpregnancy. lpen;ona!Jybcl1cvethatall ofsociety i~ injured when any womanis dcniedlhc righttocontrol
10 clte

Pamela Stooe

Pick On Someone Your Own Size

USO Law'93

but / ~!'::'1::::'~'ithleucrw1th the top ten rcaso11Jwhy Enul Wohl shou ld be pitied ("Mo1ionsTop Ten," Jan. 27 ' 1993)
In
. "'
_g. ~
grade school p1ewre for the next w:ue of Motions.
'

u apaj~ Beauiy, Emd,u mthc eye ofthebcholder. ltalso comcsfromwithin. Child abuse is illegal. Sexivn is dcclasse. Karma
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USDLaw '93

By Keith J ohnson

W

hi lc watc hing the Senate confimrntion hear
ings fo r Zoe Bai rd last week, I was struck by
a strong sense of deja vu. ·n1csc made fo r CSPAN versions of the Salem witch hunt have apparently
become the norm rather than the exception for federal
nominees. Wi tness lhecascsof Ginsburgand Bork . And
who can forgct last year's nomination hearings forClarence
TI1omas?
On the surface, the issues seem unrelated: the
employment of undocumented Peruvian domes tics, the
occasional bong hit in college, the artistic merits of Long
Dong Sil ver. To a certain extent, this is j ust politics as
usual, Mr. Clinton's trial by fi re.
Beyond the confi nes of Beltway sq uabbles, howeve r,
there is a larger trend which should disturb lawyer, law
student and professor alike. Lawyers who don't play by
Lhe ru les encourage others in society to follow their
examples. By placing Lhemsclves above the law , such
lawyer~ unde~ i ne_ the very fo undation of I.he profess ion.
We deri ve our li velihood from the bas ic respect of society
for the system ofl aws which we, as auomeys, admini ster.
. 111e incrca8i ng public perception is tha1 of a two
llercd system of justice, wi th one system for the rich and
another for the poor. Lawyers who brea k the laws and
nonetheless rcceive choice jobs 011 ly reinforcc the pcrcep·

lion that li tt le people pay while I.he big people piny.
Whai's even more dist urbing arc the people who arc
involved: tl1c bcs tgraduatesof Lhebest law schools in the
coun try; lawyers who should know bcu.cr. We have lo
hope that these people do a better job of researching fo r
their clients tha n they did fo r themselves. Oll1erw isc,
thei r malpractice carrier should lake note.
Ms. Baird didn'tdo the right th ing by resigning. She
would have done the ri ght thi ng by never letLing herself
be considered. And Mr. C)jmon, a. Isa a lawyer, muffed a
golden chance to signal to the legal comm unity that ii will
not be busi ness as usua l in his administration.
The major difference between Ms. Baird 's case and
lhatof Judge Thomas is tha1 sheconfcsscd. Perhaps Anita
Hill was only out to libel and slander the name of a good
mun. Her allegations remain unsubstantiated. None the·
less, con fi rma tion of his nomination simil arl y sLruck a
blow to the heart of I.he system. Will it ever be poss ib le to
read a Thomas opi nion and noLat least wonder if he truly
made lhe comment al>out the pubic hair on hi s coke ca n?
A number of lessons ca n be drawn from tJ1 is lutest
rou nd on Ca pitol Hill . Presidents can and should do a
better job of vett in g their nomi nees. In nddition, the
approval process has become much too politicized.
In the last analysis, however, we t\S lawyers must
ulti male ly concern ourselves with preserv ing the legiti·
mncy of the system by which we cam our living. If we
ca.n' tdoa beuer job of policing our own behav ior, we onl y
rcmforce the pub lic percept ion of a legal sys1cm ru n
:imok, looking to its ow n interests fi rst and onl y serving
the pub lic 11s un nflcrthought.

On the Right

Thought Police
By L. L uca rell i

L

ate last spring, Seattle passed an ordinance int.ended to prohibit
especially lewd and offensi ve music in lyrK:s. Not surprisingly,
a suit was filc.d to enjoin I.he law, and every aspiri ng local
musician intervened asa plainliff. The more idealistic of them doubtless
saw the lawsuit a~ more than just free publicity and a way to guarantee
their usage of obscenities. It represented what was probably lhcir last
chanc.c to vindicate the first amendment.
Laws prohibiting free speech are hard to come by these days. Tnc
SupremeCoun protcctc.d ou r ri ght to "express" ourselves by burning our
nag in Ta.as v. John.son and almost pro-tcctc.d nudcdancingasa mcansof ..c.xprcs·
sion" in Barne.rv. Glen Th.eairt, lnc. The
ama1.ing Lhingabout t.he SeauJcordinancc
is not so much I.hat ilea.me from a bastion
of liberalism, but I.hat it was enacted any·
where. Yet.. while legislation lim iting
speech has become almost noncxistcnL
censorship is stronger than ever. Modem
censorship, unable 10 manifest itself m
laws. hall managed to insinuaLC itse lf m t.hc
soc ial realm. It is called ··po11ucal correct·
ncss.··
In his dissent in Abrams v. Uniltd
Stares. Mr. Justice Holmes set fonh what
would become Lhc guiding philosophy for lhe Corbtitulion ·s prOlC:Cuon
of free speec h. "Persecution for the expression of opinions," wrote
Holmes, "seems to me perfectly logical." b·eryone wants to sec their
beliefs prevail. and those in power will naLUrall y want to further their
causes by suppressing opposing op inions through the instrument of
leg islation. It is I.he job of the first amendment 10 prevent thi s from
occurring. Holmes noted Lh.:it "'Lhc ullimatc good desired LS better reached
by free trade in ideas· that 1hc be.st test of trulh is the power of thought
to get itsclf accepted in the compcrnion of the market, and I.hat trulh is
Lhc on ly ground upon v.hich (mcn'sJ wishes safely can be carried ouL"
The way to reach Lhc trulh is to protect all ideas. regardless of how Lhc)
strike us.
Political correctness proponents , Lhose who dctennine what speech
is or is not "correct" and who enforce its sanctions against violators.
suggest that they arc mere ly trying to keep people from being "'impoli te"
or "'intolerant." Their implicit assumption is that a harmonious society
is more desirable than a well-informed one. In other words. Lhc only ideas
which should bcprotec tcd.:ire lhose which will not bothcr pcople(and do
not need protection). But PC is not mt!rcly an innocuous code of etiquette.
Su RIGHT pag<

The Ascendence of the Religious Left
The Religious Lcft includes the mostcvangehcal members of
the politically comx:t. people \\ho ukc pride in introducing
people to thei r sins. After Aretha Franklin appeared in a fur,
Steven Simmons or People for the EthiC31 Tre.aunent of Animal
noted that lhis was ''the first indication we've had tha1 Areth3
Franklin's a fur.wearer. We are planning on contacting her for
he President, on a retreat with hiscabi netnndstaff,hired sending out thaLcallous mes.sage." His ocgnniZ3lion hosted the
Animals Ball, honoring Hollywoodanimalrightsactivists. C ktwo "fncilitalOrs" fo r an exercise in "human resource
development," in which the Pres ident
- - - - - - - . L1.il scrversworenprons which said, ··we'd Rather
Go , akcd Th3n We.'\f Fur."
and his deputies shared secrets of ll1eir perso nal
Not to be outdone, the enviroomcnUllists lu\·e
lives. One source leaked lO the Washington Post:
nlso mjstaken religion·aS:·mctaphor for religion
" He talked about how he was a fa t kid when he was
itselr. In his highly personal book, Enr1h iii tl!L
fi ve nnd six and how I.he other kids Ulunted him ."
Balane<, ice Presitknt Al Gored ribes how
The Education Secretary shared the charocter·
technology is e'•il (p. 206). automooilcs should be
building expcrienccof cu pmining his high school
abolished (p. "I ), and our ivilil..'.lt.ioo is "!ld·
foolball team. The Secretary of Health and Hu·
dieted to the onsumption or the earth" (p. :?20).
man Servi es glowed: " What everyone lm•cd was
Like lhe nnim:tl rights xli ists. h loses all nsc
the fuc t thnt we all liked each other."
of proponion when he compares the f1ilu.re to
The above story is one of the firs t ind i mors
recycle aluminum cans \\ ith the Holocaust (.P.
of the usccndcnce of what Fran Lebowit.z has
177-7 '.7 ).
nnmcd the" ReligiousLcft." Wmc hing thefi ti iThe Rcligiou Le.ft. ha\•ing I ~l all ~anent
tics surrounding the Inaugura l, Lcbowit7 com·
\'lllu • have embraced cphcmcr.il \"31U as the
mented: ··1kept usking myse lf. 'What do you call
these people?' And I realized, Lh is is the Religious Left. \ c now roli.gionoflhe ularpccplc. Their religion is!lS " tcu logical
tmve n President who believes in a pit ccn lled Wish. I expected nnd fonnaHsti as esmblished rcli,gions. Their world vie" is
« RELIGIOUS pa,
Li ncoln to leup outof his hnir and say. ' \Vhonre you tnlk ing 10?'"
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LEFT from page 6

abortions.
Some states have enacted legislation
· protecting a woman's right to choose. California has expressly enunciated the right to
privacy in its constitution. Without the Freedom of Choice Act, however, the result will
be a patchwork of state statutes attempting to
further restrict the right to choose by challenging the "undue burden" test. Theright to
reproductive choice will be denied to many
women unfortunate enough to live in an antichoice state. For these reasons, meaningful
reproductive liberty for all women requires
federal statutory or constitutional protection.
Whether there is textual basis in the
Constitution for the right to privacy continues to be hotly debated by legal scholars. As
Justice Blackmun alluded in Casey, the Supreme Court is but a single vote away from
explicitly overruling Roe. Yet, amending the
federal Constitution to include the right to
privacy would be an arduous process. Federal legislation, therefore, is the logical solution.
As pointed out by constitutional scholar
Professor Lawrence Tribe, "(D]espite the
enormous damage Casey did [to reproductive rights], the Court reaffirmed the proposition thata woman who chooses to terminate
a pregnancy is exercising a liberty protected
by the 14th amendment. This makes it plain
that Congress, invoking its power under
section 5 of that amendment to make liberty
more secure, may provide by statute protection that the current Court is unwilling to find
in the Constitution."
Perhaps the most compelling reason to
enact the Freedom of Choice Act is that, by
removing the debate from the national
agenda, both sides can focus on the issues of
educating the public about sexual and reproductive responsibility and providing adequate
prenatal care for women who choose to carry
their pregnancies to term.
PENALTY from page 7

society.
In America crime has a face, and that
face is typically Black or Hispanic. This
stereotypical perception is bolstered by reality, for Blacks and Hispanics are disproportionately involved in crime (that is, those
crimes·which are typically prosec1,1ted). The
subjective c oupling of crime with race and
ethnicity limits the majority's ability to empathize with the true innocent victims of the
death penalty. Without empathy to temper it,
society's desire for judicial vengeance becomes paramount. I don't think it is mere
coincidence that three of the industrialized
Western nations which retain the death penalty are the United States, South Africa, and
Israel. These also happen to be the three
modem states with the most intractable racial and ethnic problems.
It is time that America moved beyond
the death penalty. We must work to remove
the influence of conscious and unconscious
racial and ethnic biases from our attitudes.
We must recognize the inherent injustice of
the death penalty and see it as the cultural
anachronism it is. In the meantime, however, we must deal with our current Supreme
Court and decisions like Herrera. For the
near term at least, each new death penalty
case will likely take us one more backward
step toward barbarism.
NORPLANT from page 6

of children and that effectuating this interest
is almost totally a function of available funding. Moreover, it is arguable that Norplant is
at least the most technologically effective
means of allowing states to support welfare
children by limiting their numbers, rather
than rationing decreasing resources among
increasing numbers of children.
Obviously, Norplant is just one suggestion among a myriad of changes that must be

made in the welfare system; it is only a short
term solution to a much larger problem. The
cycle of dependence on the state can only be
broken if poor families are given incentives
to get off welfare. This must include a reorientation of existing AFDC programs to
provide full benefits to poor families during
a reasonable transitional period, in which
parents are allowed to get ahead of the game
rather than penalized for working or marrying. Of course, this assumes the existence of
decent jobs and entails long term economic
and educational re-structuring to adapt workers to a post-industrial economy that can no
longer absorb large numbers of under-educated, low-skilled employees.
As a middle class white male, I realize
that mandating Norplant for welfare women
smacks of racism and sexism and does not
address the responsibility of men in the whole
welfare family equation, but the increasing:
inability of state and federal governments to
support poor children is both obvious and
uncontrovertible. The House Ways and
Means Committee published statistics in 1991
showing that approximately 30% of individuals in single parent families were removed from poverty in 1979, but this figure
had declined to 17% by 1989. The current
system ofsubsidizing poor families to remain .
on welfare in perpetuity and reproduce in
increasing numbers is completely unacceptableamidststateandfederal budgetcrises. It
is difficult to truncate the whole problem of
welfare into a question of finance without
sacrificing some level of humanity, but something must be done to alleviate the crushing
burden that burgeoning numbers ofimpoverished children place on government coffers.
If mandated use of such systems as Norplant
can assist in improving any of the lives of the
millions of welfare children that we already
support, then it is one avenue of reform that
deserves consideration.
RIGHT.from page 7

to buy (or sell) anything else.
The real tragedy about this is that everyone loses in the long run. The PC proponent
is allowed to hold his or her beliefs by tenacity. The unwilling buyer never really believes that he made the right purchase because he was afraid to choose anything else.
A false belief will inject ignorance into society if it is accepted, and a true beliefwill never
really be valued because its veracity (or lack
thereof) was never a precondition of acceptance. Political correctness serves no useful
purpose.
I am not implying that we should attempt to prohibit PC through legislation,
which would itself be censorship. I am
merely agreeing with Holmes, "that we should
be eternally vigilant against the attempts to
check opinions," whether that check is afforded by either law or social proscription.
_The advocates of political correctness are
afraid ofideas. ltis our duty to ourselves, and
to them, to make sure that they are unable to
deter us from expressing ideas by intimidation.
Several people have told me that they
totally agree with what I've written in past
columns and that they wouldn't have the
"guts" to say those things. There's a problem
with that, folks. "Guts" shouldn't be a prerequisite for exercising one's rights under
the first amendment. The fact that they are
is a sign that something is wrong. And that
should bother you, regardless of your politi-

February 15, 1993
cal philosophy.
By the way, if you have a strong desire to
respond to this article with an ad hominem
letterto the editor, you are a member in good
standing of the thought police. Knock it off.
RELIGION from page 7

complete with sinners, schismatics and heretics; those who depart from the conformity
of trendiness are treated with righteous opprobrium. They mistake fashion for creed,
group guilt for individual guilt, utopianism
for Godliness. They hold a stubborn distrust
of contrary science.
Alongside the flaky politically correct
are those they influence in government, who
show every sign oflosing touch with how real
people operate. President Clinton's priorities are indicative: he keeps faith with gays,
but not with other taxpayers.
·
If you doubt the ascendence of the Religious Left, note the following.
ITEM: The new President includes the
following line in his inauguration speech:
"We've got to make change our friend."
ITEM: The Supreme Court, in the most
important decision of the last term, moves to
guarantee privacy under the fourteenth
amendment with the argument that "at the
heart ofliberty is therightto define one's own
concept of existence, of meaning, of the
universe, and of the mystery of human life."
Try applying that rule to a new set of facts!

MotioJ'ls is seekiJ'\9 ed itots aJ'\d writets .
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It is a deliberate attempt to repress ideas
which are opposed by its proponents.
The PC'ers are unscrupulous in their
methods of proclaiming and enforcing their
philosophy and take advantage ofevery available circumstance to present their code a~ an
authoritative view. The anchorman reporting on a controversy who manifests his personal opinion by adopting the "lingo" of a
particular side, the professor who uses class
time to plug his own views about divisive
social issues which are completely irrelevant
to course material - these people are .not
innocently unaware of such unethical abuses
of their positions. Quite to the contr_ary, they
are purposely exploiting their roles to make
you think that theirs are the only acceptable
views. They know that journalists and professors, for example, are responsible for communicating the truth to their listeners. Their
hope is that you will be unable to differentiate
between the facts they are trusted to convey
and the personal opinions they express as
facts.
The penalties for disregarding the PC
code are harsh. Censure, the enduring enmity of the press, and various forms of social
sanction (to be administered by the adherents
of PC) await those who violate the PC code.
While the Supreme Court has prevented PC
from infesting our jurisprudence (R.A. V. v.
City of St. Paul, Minn.), PC itself is (rightfully) protected as a form of speech. So
what's the problem?
The problem is that, while PC is extralegal, and therefore does not violate the
Constitution, it thwarts the intent of that
document. PC is censorship. Its proponents
attempt to triumph over other ideas and
philosophies by representing their views as
the only "acceptable" ones and by substituting social sanctions for legislative sanctions.
PC is an unfair business practice in the
marketplace of ideas. People don' t buy PC
ideas because those ideas are the most reasonable in the market; they are merely afraid
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Examination Writing Workshop

Be Prepared For Law School and the Baby Bar/ Bar Examination

he Legal Examination Writing Workshop is designed to
Tteach
the student at the law school level how to Analyze,

P

The course will clearly Demonstrate these fundamental
Writing Techniques on a Step-by-Step Basis giving the
student both a visual and cognitive understanding of proper
exam format.
is imperative that the student develop Proper Writing
ItSkills
during law school to avoid the panic many students

experience when they discover during Baby Bar/Bar Review
that they can't reverse I·4 years of poor writing habits that
went undetected during law school.
The Writing Workshop will Provide the law school student

WHAT THE WORKSHOP WILL

~

~

~

~
~

Provide 12 hours of Intensive Exam Writing Techniques.
Teach Exam Approach (including issue spotting tech·
niques, issue headnotes, factual analysis and proper
sentence structure).
Develop Outline Organization Techniques within the
purview of the Call of the Question (including
identification of major/minor issues and fact to element
application).
Structure Adversary Arguments within the IRAC Format.
Provide a Sentence by Sentence Analysis of six in-class
hypotheticals.
Explain the "Do's and Don'ts" of a successful exam answer.

MILPITAS/SAN fOSE

\.·~,__-

and the Baby Bar/Bar Candidate with the Founda·
tion from which he or she may Achieve Excellence
in law school and on the bar examination.
rofessor Fleming has determined that
students who are unsuccessful in law
school and the Baby Bar/Bar Examination
generally suffer from a lack of Basic
Fundamentals in Analysis, Organization
and Writing skills. Therefore, he has
designed the Course to Aggressively
Address these Problem Areas.
This Practical Course will be the most
Significant two days of Leaming in your law
school career. You Can't Afford to Miss It!

Org'anize and Write a Superior Law School Examination.

~

:~:~5~)

Write ...
The
Right

Do FOR You,·

Provide an extensive I00 Page Writing :.
Workbook. The material is not avail·
able anywhere in published form.
Most of all, you are trained to write
Superior Answers.
In addition, each student will have the opportunity to
write Two Exam Hypotheticals. One answer will be
critiqued in class and one answer will be collected at the
conclusion of the second class session. The answer will be
critiqued extensively through audio cassette and returned
to each student. One blank cassette tape must be
provided by each student.

~

~
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SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS

• Saturday, February 20, l 993 : Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, February 21, 1993 : Noon·6:00 pm

• All sessiOns will be held at the Crown Sterling Suites Hotel, 901 Calaveras Boulevard,
Milpitas, in the Sevelle Valencia Room. LIVE PRESENTATION.

SAN DIEGO

ORANGE COUNTY

• Saturday, March 27, 1993 : Noon·6:00 pm
• Sunday, March 28, 1993 : Noon-6:00 pm

• All sessions will be given live at the Radisson Suite Hotel, 2932 E. Nutwood Avenue,
Fullerton. Room location will be posted in the lobby.

Course Lecturer for this Session Only:
PROFESSOR MARA FEIGER
Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant

• Saturday, February 27, l 993 : Noon·6:00 pm
• Sunday, February 28, l 993 : Noon·6:00 pm

•All sessions wtll be given live at the California Western School of Law, 350 Cedar
Street, San Diego, in the Auditorium.

ORANGE COUNTY

• Saturday, March 6, l 993 : 9 am· l 2:30 pm, I:30·4:00 pm
• Sunday, March 7, l 993 : 9 am· l 2:30 pm, I:30·4:00 pm

• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood at Commonwealth, Fullerton (across from California State University, Fullerton), Second Floor, Room 205.

Professor Feiger is an experienced criminal defense trial advocate currently practicingfor thePublicDefenders
office in theCountyof Riverside. Sheisagraduate of Western State Universityof Lawwhereshewasthe President
of theStudent Bar Association andearnedmultipleMoot Court Awards. Professor Feiger hasextensivetraining in
the Fleming method and haslectured for Fleming'sFundamentals of Law for the last three years. Her experience
and training makes her uniquely qualifiedas aWriting Course instructor.

* Endorsed by Williston Senate Delta Theta Phi *
* No Tape Recording Permitted * No Exceptions Made *

Los ANGELES

• Saturday, March l3, 1993 : I:00 pm·7:00 pm
•Sunday, March 14, 1993: l:OO pm-7:00 pm

•All sessions will be given live at the Ramada Hotel, 6333 Bristol Parkway, Culver City.
Room location will be posted in the lobby.

RIVERSIDE

• Saturday, March 20, l 993 : Noon·6:00 pm
• Sunday, March 21, l 993 : Noon-6:00 pm

•All sessions will be held at California Southern School of Law (formerly Citrus Belt).
3775 Elizabeth St., Riverside. Room number will be posted on the day of the seminar.
VIDEO PRESENTATION.

Pre..Registration Guarantees Space and Workbook :
$150.00 per Person • $125.00 Group Rate

(group rate availableto groupsol 5 who registertogetherat least oneweek beforethedesiredseminar)

Registration at Door (ifSpaceAvailable) : $160.00

Course Available by Mail Order for $172.40 (includes tax, shipping&handling)
Students who pre-register for the Writing Course and June 1993 Baby Bar Review
($75 Deposit Required) will be given a $50 Discount Off the Regular Writing Course Price

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1
REGISTRATION FORM

(PleaseType or Print)

Name: _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ __
Address: -

- -- -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -

City: _ _ __

_ __ __

_

_

_

State: _

_

_

Zip: _

_

_

Telephone:
Law School:_ _ _ __ __ _ Semester in Which Currently Enro lle~·_ __
Workshop Location/Date to be Attended: -

-

- - - -- - --

-

-

-

Form of Payment: 0 Check 0 Money Order (Make Pa~able to: ,Fleming's Fundamentals of Law)

Mail this Registration Form to: FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW

21661Criptana, Mission Viejo, California92692 • 714/770-7030 • Fax: 714/454-8556

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· -·- · - · - · - · - · -·-·- · -·- · -·- ·- ·- ·-·-·-·-· - · - ·-·-·-·~
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Madame X: La Strada is where the beautiful people of San Diego unite and take over. On a typical Saturday
night, chatty groups of young girls, pretending to go to college, whose only job is to look good, provide bait for
an attractive set of richer, older men with wandering eyes. As most of these people have not been blessed with
the gift of modesty, their fascination with themselves makes initiating conversation with them a bit difficult.
The waiters prance by, saving their evil smiles only for those with a promise of a 15-20+% tip. While
standing atthe bar, I asked a passing waiter for a wine list. In so many words, he told me to get it myself. However,
as far as by-the-glass is concerned (as presented on the placards), they serve a mellow, well-aged, berry-flavored
Merlot and a very drinkable, dry sparkling wine.
The service was not any better in the restaurant. We nearly resorted to begging and pleading for another
roll or a refill of water. Hollywood finally succeeded by grabbing the hem of the passing bread man and directing
him back to our table. When our waitress brought out pork chops instead of the chicken we had ordered, not
only was she not apologetic, but she also dazzled us with a very long, dirty look as she fiercely removed the
sizzling meat from before us. The pasta dishes were pretty tasty. I tried the fettucini in olive oil, tossed with
wild mushrooms and juicy tomatoes. At these prices though, you might as well be eating French.
Hollywood: Madame X, what animosity do you have for beautiful people? It was your suggestion to come here
in the first place. With this "unite and takeover," what are you advocating, a call to arms by an Armani-clad
·army? Could it be envy or jealousy? I want to go to a bar where the beautiful people congregate, and all you
want to do is check pedigrees! Models don't need graduate degrees.
Personally, I enjoyed the boy meets girl games of La Strada. There is nothing more satisfying than themano
y mano competition of vying for a woman's attention. It gives new meaning to the proposed "freedom of choice"
act. The women eagerly parade up and down the aisle lick peacocks strutting their flowery feathers, and the
men stumble over each other to offer sweet compliments (my personal favorite) or block their path in an effort
to initiate conversation, all the while keeping an eye on the action via the antique mirror over the bar which
dominates the room. Arm yourself for this bar war with business cards, stories of summers spent in Italy, and
yes, definitely mention your status as a young lawyer. Don't let the truth stand in your way.
La Strada does attract a crowd ofgorgeous women who all seemed to have a predilection for slinky, backless
or frontless party frocks. As one surfer Joe noted,"*#!* P.B .! This is where the action is!" Unfortunately, hapless
Joe stood out like a sore thumb, for this crowd definitely dresses for the occasion. All of the male patrons don
blazers, and every single one of them slicks back his hair. I felt I had walked onto the set of"The Untouchables."
However, it did attract the likes of Kimberly Hunt, who was enjoying a late meal not at the calm restaurant, but
at the much more happening, see and be seen cafe.
At La Strada I have finally found a bar where it is suave, not wimpy, for guys to drink wine. Indeed, it seems
to be encouraged. I recommend the Asti Spumanti in order to take advantage of the Tuscan theme. If Madame
X, the wine connoisseur (and host of a delightful wine tasting party) recommends the Merlot, I must concur.
In addition, the cuisine is molto buono. I had the fettucini in duck sauce ($11.00), a wonderfully rich dish which
was perfect for a wet evening. Go to La Strada to enjoy their well~stocked wine list, to enjoy scintillating
conversation and an incredible ambience.
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Madame X: After we tired of looking at couture bell-bottoms and 90210 look-alikes at La Strada, we walked
a few blocks south to a restaurant thathad seduced us with its walls and red bricks. Sadly so, thatand the tiramisu
turned out to be all its glory.
For a Saturday night, this place was incredibly DEAD. The conversation over mediocre drinks and wine
turned to.Kafka, Hesse, and Dostoevsky. There was not much to comment about the few people seated quietly
at the bar. They seemed more genuine than the crowd at La Strada, but less interesting to watch. Avoid the
food, the Saturday nights, and even the Sunday brunches. The poor service does not help spice up the bland pasta
dishes, either.
Hollywood: Lo, how the mighty have fallen! La Strada is now what Sfuzzi once was. Nevertheless, Sfuzzi
has always appealed to me. No other restaurant can duplicate the faux-fresco Romanesque walls, has ceilings
quite as lofty or creates the sultry, sensual feeling which is Sfuzzi. In my opinion, it is more romantic than either
Fio's or 515 Fifth.
I don't know about "genuine," (what is this criticism about gorgeous women?) but many a night I recall
cocktailing it up with San Diego's high fashion Italian gypsy queens: women who wore short, tight-fitting skirts
with vests and beads (they were too hot for shirts). Although their wine cellar is a far cry from La Strada, they
serve the Sfuzzi special, a blended drink of Passion fruit and Finlandia vodka served in a wine glass. It always
earned a gasp of approval because it truly is a cocktail marvelous to behold and a delight to drink. Until now
I had never felt the need to discuss existentialism because I didn't think it would elicit the desired response, even
though I like Dostoyevsky' s discussion in the Bros. K. about the second coming ofChrist and the Christian dogma
of redemption through freedom from choice.
Also, this used to be the premiere yuppie hang out. I remember eavesdropping on boisterous Luce Forward
attorneys discussing how relieved they were to be third year associates who survived the axe. After not granting
me an interview, I have new respect for Luce Forward after witnessing how incredibly smashed members of their
third year class could become and still stand. They must have undergone a rigorous training program. Sfuzzi
does have a designated driver policy; the bartender volunteered to call them a cab.
Now the bar ambience has changed. The management has installed video monitors which feature sports,
and afew Italian queens hold court. However, all is not lost. I predict within three months the more sophisticated
San Diego State yahoos will adopt Sfuzzi for their own, once they get tired of Brewski's down the street.
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alentine's Day, yuck.
Another greeting card
day. We picked California Cuisine for its proximity
to her house, so we were surprised that it turned out to be the
best restaurant we've triedin San

Diego. Chef Chris Walsh is a wonder with both food preparation and
presentation. . He trained at the
CulinaryinstituteinNewYorkand
has been back at Cal. Cuisine since
May, following a two year hiatus.
We tried the warm vegetable

T

here is only one word to describe the clientele of Stinger's
- drunken. I have yet to see anyone actually fall off a bar
stool, but I wouldn't be surprised. The clientele is so tanked,
that by the end of the night everyone is referring to each other as her
best friend, yet no one seems to be able to recall anyone's name. Like
Cheers, the atmosphere is completely comfortable, and the regulars
tend to leave a wad of money
on the bar and let it ride for
the entire night.
Farandaway,Stinger's
is the place to go to get tanked
on the student budget. The
drinks are poured with a
heavy hand and a smile (my
favorite combination) and
only cost about $2.50. Pitchers are only $4.00. Furthermore, the waitresses (who are
incredibly hot babes), Sam
and Annie, are very friendly
and pretend to remember you
even when you've been away for months. Once, when I attempted to
leave, Annie ran outside after me to convince me to stay.
Unlike the incredibly popular Plum Crazy (a bar where you
would need to be crazy to get in), there is no line to get into Stinger's.
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hen you have had your fill of downtown and Italian food,
head slightly up north for a more satisfying drinking and
dining experience. In the midst of the fast food wasteland
on Mira Mesa Blvd., you will discover this pleasant restaurant,
nestled in its unlikely place amongst the new age asphalt and
concrete, recommended by none other than our own in-house wine
connoisseur, Allen Snyder.
Every Saturday afternoon there is a wine tasting,
ranging usually from $12.50
to $17 .50, depending on the
type of wine. With the tasting, you have the choice of
two lunch specials that
complement the wine for an
additional $7.50. Or, you
can always order from their
regular menu at full price
($11.50-$12.50 for an entree).
The appetizers easily com~
pete with their non-caviar
laced counterparts at Mille
Fleur. The assorted cheese plate is a rare find for a San Diego
restaurant, but for those with more ofa sweet tooth, the rich chocolate
terrine will satisfy cravings for two or three people.
The restaurant is small, cozy but elegant, and unpretentious. The
service is excellent, and for the price of an entree at La Strada or
Sfuzzi, you get a tastier, well-presented dish which is of greater value
for your money. For more ofa club feeling, go on Wednesday through
Friday evenings when they feature a jazz band. At their wine shop
downstairs, you can taste their new selections of wine before buying.
They also carry some rare, imported beers.
selections of wine before buying. They also carry some rare imported
beers.

salad and sweetbreads for starters. quail). It was difficult to choose our own "83 Lynch Bages, the wine
Both were beautifully arranged on among the desserts. The straw- list had a number of surprises from
the plate with sauces that
berry and chocolate cake both California and France at fair
enhanced the flavors to
turned out to be a four prices, including a Chateau Gloria
make each taste the most £r/ito!" ~ (}h,oice layer torte with bitter '89 (one of her all time favorites is
like themselves. For the
chocolate on top that the '70Gloria)andsomeCalifornia
main course we had
balanced the sweetness reds from the early '80s.
grilled quail and lamb loin, both of the center layers. The raspberry
Prices were reasonable for the
incredible, with imaginative gar- sorbet reminded us of a sorbet sam- quality of food and fine service.
nishes that looked and tasted great pler we still rav_e about from a little Salads are $4.75-9.00; pastas $9.50(especially the edible flowers on the place in Paris. Although we drank 11.50; and entrees $12.00-17.00.

Czar's Corner

Go Read a ·Book

'Well Hung Jury' Completes
Perfect Season; 'Drunk Sluts'
Capture Co-Rec Title
By Greg Cribbs
lnlramural Jr. Czar

I

t seemed like justaboutevery time "Well
Hung Jury" stepped off the field last fall
season, the same muttering could be
heard from the opposing bench. "Damn, we
could have beat those guys!" But it never
happened.
"Well Hung Jury" closed the fall season
with a perfect 12-0 record after back-to-back
semifinal and final victories last Saturday
afternoon. The championship was truly a
team effort so without further ado, I'd like to
introduce the team.
Pitcher- Paul "Mr. Consistent" Sanberg.
When all else fails and nothing seems to be
familiar, you could always rely on Paul to
show up with tom sweats, a dirty Cubs hat, a
Marlboro between his lips, and an amazing
ability to throw strikes!
Catcher - Brad "Benito" Fields. Although surprisingly active behind the plate,
Brad's solid bat and speed on the base paths
are his real claims to fame. Nobody, I mean
nobody, can stretch triples into singles like
Brad can!
1st Base - Geoff "Baby" Graves. Great
player, perfect positioning. With throws
coming .in from Bob, Greg and Dan, it's no
accident our first baseman is 6'4.
2nd Base - Bob "Ole" Cocchia. Although he moves up and down the lineup like
an elevator, he has found stability at second
base. His longevity there may be attributed to
his inane ability to dodge those fast-moving
balls (although there have been many close
calls!).
3rdBase-Dan"the Vacuum"McNamee.
What would a championship team be like
without this guy? Let's face it, he knows
when to jump ~hip. Anyway, he has solidified the infield, and the coach's confidence in
his ability to hit second in the lineup paid off
in the play-offs with a couple of hits (thereby
doubling his season output!).
Shortstop- Greg "Coach" Cribbs. What
can I say? He took a bunch ofugly, ragtag,
unpolished, inexperienced snot-nosed kids,
and turned them into winners.
Left field - Steve "Ricky Henderson"
McGreevy. Just a flat-out leader.. .leadoff
hitter, cheerleader, spiritual leader, and team
leader. And what can you say about his play
in the field? Well, let's put it this way. He
covers more ground out there than·the rain
tarp!
Left center field - Kevin "Barry Bonds"
Smith. Home run power, solid glove, rocket
arm, and a bad attitude. I guess picking his
hero was no accident. However, we're hoping he doesn't ask for the same type of
contract his hero received because after our
first baseman (SBA treasurer) hacked our
budget all to hell.... Well, there just isn't
much money left to go around.
Right center field - Vince "Fence"
Brunkow. Although Vince spent a number of
games last season on the DL, when he's
healthy nobody can hit them to the warning track like Vince. (However, in all fairness,
Vince did make a mistake last season and
actually hit one over the fence.)
Right center field - Pete "Random 70s
Baseball Player" Salmon. Pete is the speed of
the team. And one can only wonder what
kind of miracles he would work if he actually
had a pair of cleats! Rumor has it, he's so fast
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You' re Probably More Famtliar with
the Classics than You Think

that during a game last season Pete slapped
a line drive up the middle and it hit him in the
head while he was sliding into second!
Right field- Tom "the Machine" Turner.
No flash, no flare, no emotion. Just hits (and
hits ... and more hits). Ever since Tom showed
up with those magical sliding pants on under
his shorts, he has responded. The most
offensively consistent ballplayer on the team.
I'd also like to extend a special thank you
to our dedicated cheerleaders, Corinne
Coleman and Yvonne Roche, and our awesome scorekeeper, Renae Adamson.
Co-Rec

After two previous heartbreaking attempts in the Co-rec finals, in which Brad
Fields walked in the winning runs on both
occasions, the "Drunk Sluts" finally grabbed
the brass ring. The "Drunk Sluts" jumped
out to an early lead and never looked back,
cruising easily to a 17-2 win over the
Knuckleheads. The only thing this lopsided
win was missing was a couple of Michael
Jordan commercials, the Bud Bowl, and a
Michael Jackson halftime show! The only
suspense the game provided was whether or
not Keith Cramer would actually hit the
plate, and whether or not Brad Fields would
actually shut up. (P.S. Neither happened.)
However, the game did provide a number of highlights for the champions.
(1) Mike Wang's awesome, diving grab in
right field.
.. . . . ...
(2) D.J. O'Day's three run (over the fence)
homer.
(3) Renae Adamson's masterful distractions
behind home plate.
(4) Vince Brunkow's groin - we told him if
he kept pulling on it he was either going to go
blind or hurt himself. (P .S. He can still see,
but he can't walk.)
(5) Brad Fields throwing his glove over the
fence from the pitcher's mound - what a toss!

Democrat and ask the middle class for "a
pound of flesh," or view the Reagan years
By Dallas O'Day
as your "salad days," you've quoted
Motions Staffwrita' ,
Shakespeare. If you think "the law is an
ass" or that law school is "the best of times
and the worst of times," you've quoted
ne of the more enjoyable aspects Dickens. Since our everyday conversation
about writing for this stellar pub- abounds with literary references, I cannot
lication is receiving criticism from ascribe the decline in literacy to the stultiyou, Constant Reader. My last effort (re fying prose in classic literature.
It can't be because they' re boring. Oh,
the 60s and the baby boomers) received an
inordinate amount of scrutiny, for I heard I suppose some are at times: Moby Dick
an earful. (And no, no tall of the comments always puts me to sleep shortly after "Call
were nasty.) To my surprise, however, me Ishmael." Still, there are many easy
very little commentary was addressed to reads in the literary canon. A sampling
my contention that the 1960s and the 1970s might include Pride ,, and Prejudice,
failed to produce a great novel or writer. I Wuthering Heights, A Tale of Two Cities,
suppose the lack of commentary ~hould not and virtually anything by Hemingway or
have surprised me, considering the decline Fitzgerald. There may not be great sex
in literacy in the last few decades, but it did. scenes in the classics, but so what? If
No mention of Updike, Wolfe, or Irving. I people are so interested in sex, they should
did hear a little about Kesey, and even be engaging in it, not reading about it. It's
Hunter S. Thompson, but the overall ab- much more satisfying to be a participant
sence of comment has led me to conclude than a voyeur.
Why do people tum their backs on
that either nobody cares or that real literacy, even in the USD Law School (sorry, Conrad and Forster for Danielle Steele and
USD School of Law) setting, is the excep- John Grisham? I can't explain this phenomenon. I 'read The Firm after a friend
tion rather than the rule.
Mark Twain once said, "A classic [is] recommended it to me. I waded (kneesomething that everyone wants to have deep in a cesspool of foul-smelling prose)
read and nobody wants to read." But why through it in a weekend. At the exciting
should this be true? It certainly can't be the conclusion, I thought, "What's the big
language. We use literary allusions con- deal?" I suppose one could make an argustantly. For example, "liveoffthe fat of the ment that the book works as escapist fare.
larid" wasn't coined to describe what we 'II But first, one has to believe that tax attorbe doing when Clinton finishes imple- neys can lead thrilling lives. After taking
mentiy.g his economic plan. It comes from . Tax I with Snyder, I found this proposition
theKingJamesBible. Inµtesamevein, we untenable.
Republicans who are "fighting the good
Whydolcare? Idon'treallyknow. I
fight" against "stiff-necked people" (like can only say that it's a pleasure to speak
Democrats, the federal bureaucracy, and with someone who knows that the
Patricia Ireland) are also using the King Algonquin Round Table was a collection
of literary talents, including Dorothy
James Bible.
If you can't understand Chris Harris Parker, and not an Indian pizza parlor.
and say, "It's Greek to me," make like a
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PORTRAIT DEFACED AT LAW SCHOOL
Malikah Shabazz was invited to speak at USD on Feb. 9. This poster advertising the event was defaced
in Warren Hall, the law school building. Whether the act ofvandalism was the result of racism or immaturity
matters not. It is unacceptable. Random acts of racism or destruction should be reported to the SBA office.
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Bar Application Price Hike March 1
Complex Process of Becoming a California Lawyer Includes Many
Deadlines Right Around the Corner
By Marjorie Zhou

0

n Jan. 28, 1993, the Office of Admissions of the Committee of Bar
Examiners of the State Bar of California hosted a meeting in Los Angeles of
Southern California Law School Registrars
in anticipation of the Feb. 2announcementof
a revision to the fee schedule for the services
provided by the office. They took this opportunity to discuss various aspects of gaining
admission to the California Bar.
The revised fee schedule will take effect
March 1, 1993, and we have been notified
that any application or registration form
received or postmarked prior to Monday,
March 1, 1993, willbesubjecttotheexisting
fees. Furthermore, any registration form
received on Monday, March 1, 1993, or
thereafter, if not postmarked prior to March
1, 1993, will be subject to the revised fees.
There are essentially five steps to the
process, not necessarily followed in the order
below. Four of the steps involve submitting
forms wbich the Records Office makes available to you - three forms from the Committee
and one from the National Conference of Bar
Examiners.

-

1. Register as a Law Student
Every law student ultimately seeking
admission to the California Bar must first
register as a law student. This establishes
your identity with the Committee for all that
is to follow. The registration forms are
provided to each USD first year student at the
beginning of the school year, and the timely
filing of the forms is within the first 90 days
of law school. If you have not as yet completed and submitted your registration, you
are already in the position f "late filing" so
you can save $20 by doing so before March 1.
2. Receive a Positive Determination of
Moral Character
File a completed Application for Determination of Moral Character. This can be
done at any time; the choice is yours. Be
aware that it takes a minimum of six months
for the Committee to make the determination. Once the determination has been made,
it is good for 24 months, after which time an
Application for Extension must be filed. The
Committee promised to have a supply of
these forms sent to us on Feb. 10 so that we
can distribute them to all second year day and
third year evening students via student mailboxes as soon as possible. You can save $15
by filing this form by March 1. It appears a
bit early for first year day and evening or
second year evening students to apply; however, we should have a few extra forms, if any
of the latter students think more time might
be needed in his or her case to receive a
positive determination. We hope that the
final year or post-J.D. students are no longer
in need of these forms, but if so, they can be
obtained in the Records Office.
At the recent meeting in Los Angeles,
the staff of the Office of Admissions explained to us that much of the time it takes to
arrive at a positive determination of moral
character is caused by slow fingerprint processing either at the F .B .I. or at the California
Department of Justice (due to state budget
cutbacks); running checks through the
D.M.V.; and sending out and receiving back

references from employers, landlords, and contents can only be released through court warded to the Committee, along with an
order or to other admitting authorities. The official copy of you transcript. The Commitother references.
The staff is aware that many applicants file is destroyed two years after you are tee will not let you sit for the exam without the
Dean's Certificate and official transcript.
are quite co.ncerned about the information admitted to the Bar.
Results of the July exam are usually released
they disclose on their application. The staff
advice is to be frank and to report everything 3. Pass the Multlstate Professional right before Thanksgiving, and those for the
February exam are released after Memorial
asked. If you don't disclose something on Responsibility Examination
The Multistate Professional Responsi- Day. As the forms for the July Bar will not
your application that one or more of your
references mention on theirs, this could just 'bility Examination is administered through- be available until March, everyone will have
delay the whole process. It was pointed out out the country three times a year in March, to pay the new fee.
that chemical dependency, D.U.Ls, psycho- August, and November with filing applicalogical problems, debts, honor code viola- tion deadlines a month earlier. Many law 5. Don't Be Found to Be In Non-Complitions, etc:, areall examinedon acase-by-case students take and pass this test while still in ance with a Court Ordered Chlld or
basis,· as are criminal convictions. They · law school, shortly after they complete the Famlly Support Obligation In the State
stressed'that there is no automatic denial for Pr9fessional Responsibility course, while of California
Professional licensing agencies are now
any one thing or any combination of things, others take the exam after graduation. Your
but that they look most closely at crimes of Professional Responsibility professor may be prohibited by state law from issuing licenses
moral turpitude. '[hey are interested in how able to give you more information regarding to anyone found to be in non-compliance
recently any matters of concern arose, their the exam. The timely filing fee for this with a court ordered child or family support
frequency, duration, etc.; if there has been examination is $35 this year. Have your test obligation. The Committee is now bound by
treatment orrecovery; and, mostimportantly, results forwarded to the California Commit- that law and cannot admit you to the Bar if
if substantial rehabilitation has been demon- tee of Bar Examiners. Applications for this you are found to be in non-compliance unless
examination are available in the Records the Committee receives a release from the
strated.
appropriate district attorney involved.
If there is a serious question about mak- Office.
Graduation Information
ing a positive determination, your file is
All students who intend to graduate in
submitted to the Subcommittee on Moral 4. Pass the California Bar Examination
Character, which will arrange for an inforApplications to take the July bar exam 1993 should complete and submit to the
mal interview with you (and your attorney, if are usually available in March with an April Records Office a Notice of Intent to Graduyou desire). If there is still some question 1 timelyfilingdeadline,andthoseforFebru- ate. This form provides us with the basic
after the interview, it is sometimes possible to ary are available in October for a November information we need in order to clear you for
have an abeyance, with you agreeing to any 1 timely filing deadline. The Records Office graduation, order a diploma for you, and
necessary treatment and monitoring for a · will post notices when these arrive each send you Commencement information. May
period of time followed by possible admis- March and October. Please be aware that and August, 1993, graduates must file the
sion; or it is possible that a psychological thereisusuallyashorttumaroundtimetofile Notice of Intent to Graduate by Friday, Feb.
referral be made; or there might be a denial. the applications once they become available. 19, in order to receive information in a timely
If there is a denial, an applicant can request Also, please be aware that once you have filed fashion.
a hearing at the State Bar Court or reapply for the application, the Committee will return to
admission after two years.
you the Dean's Certificate, which you must
According to the Committee staff, your partially complete and turn in to the Records The author is the Registrar of the USD
file is kept secure by the Committee, and its . Office, where it will be completed and for- School ofLaw
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